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Customs as the national regulatory authority charged with the task of entry and 
exit the nation border. In recent years, the growing import and export trade, the 
development of technology to bring new things, the diversity of the international 
trade under the WTO rules make higher requirements to customs, especially for 
Customs grass-roots officials who directly facing the work object in the business 
line, the performance of their work carry out a direct impact on the overall 
effectiveness of the Customs. How to improve the fighting capacity of the customs 
officials to respond to the changing needs of the times, is the urgent problems in 
customs team building. To mobilize initiative and enthusiasm of the Customs 
grass-roots officials, it needs to implement effective incentive. Through effective 
incentive, excite the positive thinking of the customs grass-roots officials with the 
times. And improved Customs grass-roots officials’ incentives system help to 
improve the overall effectiveness of law enforcement of the Customs team, give full 
play to the customs administration efficiency, also the objective needs to establish 
modern customs management system. 
By introducing the related concepts and theories, the paper discuss the basic 
concepts and incentive classification about customs grass-roots officials, and 
summarize the content of different classical incentive theory for the revelation, for 
providing theory basis for reference. Conduct the survey on the job satisfaction, the 
importance of motivational factors, the actual incentive effects of F customs officials. 
According the survey results, propose the questions of F customs grass-roots 
officials, such as lack of flexibility of remuneration system, the narrow channels for 
promotion, lack of standard evaluation system, lack of diversity training, participate 
in the management of the formalism, etc. based on the analysis of the cause of the 
problem, put forward some basic ideas of perfect incentive system of F customs 
grass-roots officials. 
Hope this research results play the role of a beneficial supplement to the whole 
incentive model of China's customs. 
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